Agrobacterium tumefaciens recognizes its host environment using ChvE to bind diverse plant sugars as virulence signals
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Agrobacterium tumefaciens is a broad host range plant pathogen that combinatorially recognizes diverse host molecules including phenolics, low pH, and aldose monosaccharides to activate its pathogenic pathways. Chromosomal virulence gene E (chvE) encodes a periplasmic-binding protein that binds several neutral sugars and sugar acids, and subsequently interacts with the VirA/VirG regulatory system to stimulate virulence (vir) gene expression. Here, a combination of genetics, X-ray crystallography, and isothermal calorimetry reveals how ChvE binds the different monosaccharides and also shows that binding of sugar acids is pH dependent. Moreover, the potency of a sugar for vir gene expression is modulated by a transport system that also relies on ChvE. These two circuits tune the overall system to respond to sugar concentrations encountered in vivo. Finally, using chvE mutants with restricted sugar specificities, we show that there is host variation in regard to the types of sugars that are limiting for vir induction.

Broad host range bacterial pathogens confront a variety of problems in the context of regulating their virulence mechanisms. Because these mechanisms are usually energy intensive, the controlling system is expected to exhibit very tight regulation—activating virulence pathways under conditions that are not suitable for pathogenic activity would be wasteful (1). However, the pathogen needs to recognize diverse hosts, suggesting that the control system must be very flexible in terms of signal perception. Agrobacterium tumefaciens is a broad host range plant pathogen that has the intriguing capacity to recognize several chemically distinct types of host molecules and to activate virulence (vir) gene expression only when the appropriate combination of signals is perceived. Moreover, within each class of signals, there is unusual chemical diversity, providing an important means of broadening host range. The focus of this paper is on the periplasmic sugar binding protein encoded by the chromosomal virulence gene E (chvE) of A. tumefaciens, which recognizes diverse aldose monosaccharides including arabinose, glucose, galactose, fructose, and xylose as well as sugar acids such as galacturonic and glucuronic acids (2–4).

ChvE works together with the VirA/VirG two-component system of A. tumefaciens to integrate information from several different host-derived signals and activate virulence gene expression. ChvE binds aldose monosaccharides, whereas VirA recognizes plant phenolic derivatives; low pH impinges on the system at multiple levels. Previously, we found that there was little correlation between the in vitro dissociation constants for binding of various sugars to ChvE and the corresponding efficacy of these sugars to activate vir gene expression (2). Here, we resolve this apparent paradox by considering ChvE’s activity in the context of the complex interplay between pathogen and host. Specifically, we show (i) how the host’s low physiological pH modulates the affinity of a subgroup of sugars for ChvE, and (ii) that the pathogen’s sugar transport systems markedly decrease the effective steady-state concentration of a second group of inducing sugars.

Finally, we develop tools that have now allowed us to determine which sugars are used for signaling in a given host environment providing insight into the ability of A. tumefaciens to thrive and adapt to diverse environments.

ChvE is a periplasmic sugar binding protein (5) that interacts with a bacterial two-component signaling system; binding of sugars to ChvE activates the histidine kinase VirA to phosphorylate its cognate transcriptional factor, VirG. This activation leads to the insertion of the T-DNA from A. tumefaciens Ti plasmid into host plant cells, ultimately leading to uncontrolled cell division and tumor formation (6–8). Besides its activities affecting the VirA/VirG system, ChvE also functions as a sugar binding protein in association with the MmsAB transporter (9). In this regard, ChvE is similar to the Escherichia coli maltose-binding protein (MBP), which interacts with both a chemoreceptor and the maltose transporter (10). The activity of the maltose transporter modulates the apparent steady-state concentration of maltose in the periplasm, thereby modulating the dose-dependent response of the chemoreceptor activity to this sugar. Here, we explore the situation that ensues with ChvE, which has a broad specificity for multiple monosaccharides (11), not all of which are necessarily substrates for its MmsAB transporter system. In comparison with most periplasmic sugar binding proteins, ChvE is particularly interesting in that it recognizes a broad set of sugars. On a molar basis, galacturonic acid and glucuronic acid are more potent vir-inducing sugars than galactose or glucose when tested in vitro (11). To date, however, the biochemical basis for this difference has not been elucidated nor has it been possible to determine whether the sugar acids or neutral sugars are more critical (or even involved) in vir induction during the interaction of Agrobacterium with its hosts.

The current paper addresses the question of how neutral sugars and sugar acids are bound by purified ChvE, as well as how this binding is related to signaling and virulence. In a previous paper (2), we used a fluorescence assay to measure binding of neutral sugars to ChvE and found that they were bound at concentrations far below those required for signaling. By contrast, we found that the strongly activating sugar acids failed to bind to ChvE at neutral pH.
pH, even at concentrations far higher than required for signaling. Here, we show that ChvE’s affinity for sugar acids is pH dependent, increasing at the low pH that is encountered at an infection site on the plant (8). Genetic studies demonstrate that the activity of the MmsAB ABC transporter (9) vastly decreases the sensitivity of A. tumefaciens to sugars that are transported via the ChvE/MmsAB system. The molecular basis for the recognition of sugars and sugar acids was elucidated by solving the crystal structures of ChvE bound to either neutral sugar or sugar acid. Using this information, we have generated ChvE mutant proteins that are capable of recognizing sugars but not sugar acids. These ChvE variants were used to define significant differences in the sugars that serve as vir-inducing agents in Kalanchoe daigremontiana and Nicotiana tabacum leaves.

Results

Affinity of ChvE for Neutral Sugars and Sugar Acids. In our previous studies using fluorescence spectroscopy of ChvE at neutral pH, we found that neutral sugars were bound much more tightly and sugar acids were bound much more weakly than would be inferred from the dose–response curves for vir gene induction. We therefore suspected that the binding of sugar acids alone would be pH dependent, becoming far more favorable as the pH was lowered to the value seen at the site of the injured plant leaf. Here, we confirm this possibility by using isothermal calorimetry (ITC), which also allows one to monitor proton uptake/release associated upon binding (12). Galactose binds tightly at both pH 5.5 and 7.5 (Table S1). In contrast, glucuronic acid binds very weakly at pH 7.5, but shows a favorable association at pH 5.5 for glucuronic acid (Table S1), which is close to the pH in an infected leaf (6). We also observed submicromolar dissociation constants for the neutral inducing sugars galactose, arabinose, and glucose at pH 5.5 (Fig. S1 and Table S2).

As the pH decreased from 7.5 to 4.6, the affinity of glucuronic acid gradually increased by three orders of magnitude (Table S1). A plot of the log of the dissociation constant for binding of glucuronic acid vs. pH showed that a single proton is taken up when the ChvE binds the galacturonic acid (Fig. 1 and Scheme S1). The uptake of a single proton was confirmed by measuring the buffer dependence of the binding enthalpy (12) (Fig. S2). To determine whether the carboxylate group of glucuronic acid was required for this pH-dependent association, we examined the binding of glucuronamide, which has a neutral carboxamide group (Fig. S3). These data show that the carboxylate of glucuronic acid is the molecular feature that defines its pH-dependent binding.

Table 1. Dissociation constants of various sugars and their EC50 for vir gene expression in A. tumefaciens wild-type strain A348 and mmsB deletion strain AB520

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sugars</th>
<th>Kd*, mM</th>
<th>EC50, mM</th>
<th>A348</th>
<th>AB520</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galactose</td>
<td>3.3E-04</td>
<td>3.0E-04</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabinose</td>
<td>5.92E-04</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galacturonic acid</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucuronic acid</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Kd from ITC as described in Fig. S1 and Table S2.
†The EC50 is the concentration of the sugar that yields one-half of the maximal activity in an assay of β-galactosidase activity from lacZ driven by the virB promoter on plasmid pSW209Ω.

The EC50 of the sugar acids is near their Kd. Besides its involvement in vir induction, ChvE also plays a critical role in sugar utilization as the sugar binding protein that delivers sugars to the ABC transporter (9). To determine whether ChvE’s interplay with the MmsAB system affects its capacity to function with the vir-inducing system of Agrobacterium, we compared the response of our wild-type strain (A348) with a similar strain (AB520) that carries an in-frame deletion of mmsB (ΔmmsB). Remarkably, compared with wild type, the EC50 for the response to arabinose for vir induction in the ΔmmsB strain decreased more than three orders of magnitude (Fig. 2) to ~1 μM, close to its Kd. The effect was abolished when the ΔmmsB strain carried a plasmid (pNZ19) capable of expressing mmsB (Fig. 2). Similar results were observed when galactose was tested (Table 1 and Fig. S4b). To determine whether transporter activity, as opposed to the simple presence of MmsB, is responsible for the relative sugar insensitivity described above, strains carrying a deletion of mmsA or a point mutation in the mmsA ATP binding site were tested and found to be significantly more sensitive to the vir-inducing sugar, arabinose (Fig. S4b). These results demonstrate that the transporter has profound effects on the sensitivity of Agrobacterium’s vir-inducing machinery to sugars. We next tested the responses of these strains to sugar acids. The ΔmmsB deletion strain grows poorly in medium containing neutral sugars as a carbon source (9), but grows as well as wild type when glucuronic acid is used as the sole carbon source (9), suggesting that the sugar acids are not substrates for the MmsAB transport system. Interestingly, the dose–response to glucuronic acid for induction of vir gene expression is not affected by deletion of mmsB (Fig. S5b). These results suggest that the transporter needs to be functioning in the transport process to exert an effect on the EC50 of the sugars.

Crystallographic Structure of ChvE Bound to Sugars and Sugar Acids. To help understand the binding specificity of ChvE to protonated sugar acids and neutral sugars, we used a crystallographic approach to get structural information. Galactose-bound ChvE and glucuronic acid-bound ChvE were crystallized at approximately pH 5, yielding crystals that diffract to 1.8 and 1.75 Å, respectively (Table S3). The structures were solved by molecular replacement using a homologous ribose-binding protein (PDB ID code 1DRK) as the initial search model (13). The overall fold of the protein is typical of the closed form of periplasmic-binding proteins (13–15) (Fig. 3d) and binds the ligand as the pyranose β anomer (Fig. 3f). The overall structure of the protein is in very good agreement with that predicted from genetic studies and homology modeling (2).

The backbones of ChvE with either galactose or glucuronic acid bound are identical within experimental error (rmsd of 0.127 Å for all of the backbone atoms), and the pyranose rings overlap.

Fig. 1. The dependence of dissociation constant to pH: logKd vs. pH for both glucuronic acid and galactose.
closely (Fig. 3C). Asp-242 interacts bivalently with the 3- and 4-hydroxyl groups of the sugar, whereas the essential residue Arg-92 (2) forms a three-centered interaction with the ring oxygen, the 1-hydroxyl and 6-hydroxyl (or carboxylate in glucuronic acid). Arg-17, Asp-91, Asp-143, Asn-145, and Lys-262 are also involved in the hydrogen bond network with the sugar (Fig. 3D). Also, aromatic side chains of Phe-149, Tyr-212, and the essential residues Trp-18 and Trp-183 (2) surround the ligand (Fig. 3E). The ring of Trp-183 is roughly coplanar to the pyranose rings.

The crystal structures of ChvE nicely explain its known specificity for pyranose sugars with equatorial hydroxyls at C-1, C-2, and C-3 (11). Consistent with this specificity, the C-1 through C3 hydroxyls are clamped in place by two to three direct hydrogen bonds with protein ligands. By comparison, the anomeric C4 hydroxyl forms only a single hydrogen bond to Asp-242 in either the axial (galactose) or equatorial (glucuronic acid) configurations. Finally, the variable C5 substituent (carboxyl or CH$_2$OH) projects toward a narrow water-filled cavity leading toward the protein surface. The carboxyl group of glucuronic acid is accommodated by a simple change in the $\gamma$1 rotamer of Ser-15 and rearrangement of the water molecules within the cavity (Fig. 3F). The sugar-contacting residues include three acidic (Asp-91, Asp-143, Asp-242) and three basic (Arg-17, Arg-92, Lys-262) residues, suggesting the site is net neutral in the pH range of 4.5–7.5. Thus, if glucuronic acid were to bind in its ionized form, it would become buried in the protein interior without a compensating cationic residue. Protonation of the glucuronic acid upon binding would greatly decrease the unfavorable free energy of dehydrating an uncompensated charge, explaining the marked pH dependence of binding of sugar acids.

**Structure/Function Analysis of Sugar Binding.** To identify mutants with altered specificity for monosaccharides, each residue involved in hydrogen bonding to the sugars was individually mutated to Ala (Materials and Methods). Each mutant strain except D143A accumulated wild-type levels of ChvE (Fig. 4A). Examination of vir induction revealed that R92 and D242 are absolutely

![Fig. 2. Effects of mmsB deletion on sugar dose–response for vir induction.](image)

mmsB deletion strain AB520 carrying an mmsB complementation plasmid pJZ19 or empty vector pBBR1MCS-5. Wild-type strain A348 carrying vector pBBR1MCS-5 was used as a control. All samples were assayed in triplicate, and results are plotted as means with SD.

![Fig. 3. Crystal structures of ChvE with galactose and glucuronic acid.](image)

(A) Structure of ChvE bound with glucuronic acid (sphere representation). (B) Electron density map surrounding the glucuronic acid binding site ($\sigma$ level 2). (C) Structure alignment between the wild-type ChvE with two different sugars, galactose (gray) and glucuronic acid (yellow). The bound waters are shown as spheres for galactose (gray) and glucuronic acid (magenta). (D and E) Hydrogen bond network and aromatic residues around the galactose binding site. (F) Change in the rotamer conformation of Ser-15 and rearrangement of the water molecules.
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required for induction by galactose (Fig. 4B). These two side chains clasp the ligand in multivalent interactions (Fig. 3D), and R92 was previously identified as essential in a genetic screen (2). Other mutations (D91A, N145A, K262A) had reduced activity at a concentration of galactose (1 mM) near the EC50 for wild type; at higher galactose concentration (e.g., 10 mM), they yielded vir induction at wild-type levels (Fig. 4B). ChvE K262L and ChvE R17A appeared to yield a near wild-type response at both 1 and 10 mM galactose. In contrast to this array of responses to galactose, each substitution tested except S15A prevented response to galacturonic acid, even at 1 mM, a 10-fold higher concentration than the EC50 of wild-type ChvE for this ligand. Cells expressing ChvE K262L responded as well as cells expressing ChvE wt to galacturonic acid, suggesting that replacing this Ser with the smaller residue Ala may allow extra solvent to access the binding pocket to interact with the carbohydrate group. Finally, we also examined ChvE mutants carrying a replacement of Lys-262 with each amino acid; all but K262I were insensitive to glucuronic acid (Fig. S6). Taken together, the genetic studies presented here indicate that the capacity to recognize the sugar acids is much more sensitive to alterations at the binding site than in this case for the neutral sugars.

What Are the Critical vir Inducers at the in planta Infection Site? The chvE mutants described above allows us to determine the relative role of sugar acids and neutral sugars in the tumor initiation process. In the vir induction assays described above (Fig. 4B and Fig. S6), the strain expressing ChvE K262A did not respond to any of the tested sugars, whereas the strain expressing ChvE K262L responded like wild type to neutral sugars but did not respond to sugar acids. Strains expressing ChvE N145A and ChvE K262A showed a reduced response to neutral sugars but no induction in response to sugar acids. If the neutral sugars are the predominantly available inducer in the plant, then a ChvE K262L-containing strain should initiate tumors at levels similar to wild type. If the sugar acids, as opposed to neutral sugars, are critical signals in the leaf explant system, then tumor initiation would be greatly reduced in response to this strain. Various versions of chvE were moved into strain AB300 (ΔchvE) and tested for their capacity to induce tumors on Kalanchoe daigremontiana leaves or in the tobacco leaf explant system, both of which are routinely used to study Agrobacterium virulence (16, 17). Interestingly, although the strain expressing ChvE K262L yielded a wild-type response in the tobacco leaf explant system, it was vastly less virulent than wild type when tested on Kalanchoe (Fig. 5). Strains expressing ChvE N145A, ChvE K262A, and ChvE K262L were reduced in virulence compared with wild type in the tobacco system but were avirulent on Kalanchoe leaves, whereas, as expected, a strain expressing ChvE R17A was avirulent in both assays (Fig. 5 and Table S4). These results indicate that the sugar acids are an important component of vir gene induction in the Kalanchoe leaves, whereas the neutral sugars appear most critical in the tobacco leaf explant system.

Discussion

These studies address three major issues concerning ChvE function as it pertains to the pathogenic processes of Agrobacterium. In particular, we demonstrate the following: (i) the physical basis for binding of sugar acids to ChvE revolves around protonation of the ligand; (ii) the discrepancy between the Kd for neutral sugars and their EC50 for vir induction results from the presence and apparent activity of the ChvE-dependent ABC transport system; and (iii) the ability of mutant strains to respond to neutral sugars but not sugar acids indicates host variation in the role played by these two vir-inducing agents.

An intriguing feature of ChvE compared with a canonical sugar binding protein such as the glucose-galactose binding protein (GGBP) or arabinose binding protein (ABP) is that it responds to a wide variety of sugars including sugar acids (11). This makes biological sense because Agrobacterium is likely to find itself in a variety of plant environments in which any one of these sugars may be present. The capacity to recognize the various sugars may thereby broaden the host range of this pathogen. Although they are structurally diverse, all activating sugars have equatorial hydroxyls at C1, C2, and C3, and this forms a dense network of hydrogen bonds to polar residues in ChvE. Both axial and equatorial hydroxyls are recognized by Asp-242 at C4 position and the C5 substituent and projects to a water-filled cavity capable of accommodating both CH2OH and COOH groups. This contrasts with ABP, which binds C5 substituent in an apolar pocket (18). The charge-balanced region that interacts with the C5 substituent favors binding of neutral sugars or sugar acids in the noncharged form at low pH. This contrasts with periplasmic sugar binding proteins such as TogB, which binds anionic sugar derivatives in a cationic pocket (19). Interestingly, the binding of sugar acids was highly sensitive to mutation at all sites in the binding pocket, except Ser-15. Additional structural and
biochemical analysis would be required to explain this sensitivity to mutation. However, its sensitivity to both mutation and pH suggest fine-tuning might contribute to known acid-dependent signaling of _Agrobacterium_ in situations in which sugar acids are the activating sugars.

The EC50 of ChvE-binding ligands for induction of vir gene expression by _Agrobacterium_ strain was not always reflective of their affinity to ChvE (Table 1 and Fig. 2). Because our earlier work (2, 9) strongly suggested that ChvE interacts with the MmsAB transporter, we tested a strain carrying a deletion of mmsB for its capacity to respond to sugar in the vir gene expression assay. These results revealed an EC50 for neutral sugars (Table 1 and Fig. 2) near the Kd of ChvE for that sugar, representing an approximate change in EC50 of three log orders and indicating that the transporter (MmsAB) actively counteracts the effects of the ligand detector (ChvE) in the vir induction process. Previous studies most closely related to this involve the MBP and its role in bacterial chemotaxis (20, 21). In this case, ligand (maltoce)-occupied MBP can bind to either the TAR chemoreceptor or to MalF of the maltose transporter (the equivalent transport protein to MmsB). Maltose sensitivity for chemotaxis using mutants lacking MalF (22) was 10-fold greater (0.1 vs. 1 mM) than that of strains carrying wild-type MalF (10), although still significantly higher than the Kc of MBP for maltose (1–3 μM) (23). Similarly, deletion of the Lsc transporter of AI-2 increased the sensitivity of LsrB (AI-2 binding protein)-mediated chemotaxis by approximately two log orders (24). Other recent work has also found interactions between ABC transport systems and histidine sensor kinases (25, 26). As in the case of ChvE, these transporters are necessary for the detection of the signaling ligand by the kinase. Additionally, a recent report (27) indicates that deletion of the Mtr indole/tryptophan transporter in _E. coli_ affects the indole-mediated tolerance of antibiotic treatment, presumably by increasing the concentration of indole in the periplasmic space, although the signaling mechanism controlling this has not been elucidated.

Our results suggest that transporter activity is required for the suppression of sugar sensitivity for _vir_ gene induction by MmsAB: not only does a deletion of mmsB exhibit this phenotype (Fig. 2) but so too does a point mutation in MmsA that is predicted to eliminate its capacity to bind ATP and has been shown to affect sugar induction (Fig. S4B) (9). In contrast, based on utilization studies the sugar acids appear not to be transported by the MmsAB system, and their EC50 is close to the Kc even in the wild-type strain. The biochemical mechanism(s) underlying the effect of MmsAB activity on the EC50 of neutral sugars for _vir_ induction has not been established. Three alternatives that are not mutually exclusive include the following: (i) MmsAB activity lowers the concentration of the sugar in the periplasmic space; (ii) functioning MmsAB transporters kinetically outcompete VirA for ligand-bound ChvE; and/or (iii) functioning MmsAB interacts with VirA in a fashion that represses its activity. Although we consider explanation i to be the most likely, we cannot rule out the other possibilities.

The biological significance of the “suppression” of sugar sensitivity by the MmsAB transporter becomes clearer when the relative concentrations of inducing sugars in the soil or in the plant are considered. Depending on the soil’s particular nature, the concentration of inducing sugars in the soil is in the 10–100 μM range (28), whereas their concentrations in the tobacco leaf explants—at least at an infection site—appear to be significantly higher, in the millimolar and higher range (see below). The suppression of sugar sensitivity, then, can be viewed as a remarkable strategy to maintain tight, high-affinity, and highly specific binding of the sugar, while lowering its EC50 to the physiological range encountered at the infection site. This situation is reminiscent of potassium or proton channels, in which the first ions are bound very tightly relative to the physiological concentrations (thereby providing ion selectivity), while negative cooperativity in the binding of additional ions allows the system to also respond in the physiological ionic concentration range (29). Thus, although the molecular mechanisms are vastly different, one sees in both cases modulation of a tight, specific high-affinity interaction to allow response to a ligand present at much greater concentrations.

A key objective of our studies has been to develop tools to help delineate which particular vir-inducing sugars are limiting for _vir_ induction at the plant wound site. Mutagenesis at the sugar binding site of ChvE yielded three general classes of mutant proteins: those that did not support _vir_ gene expression in response to either neutral sugars or sugar acids (e.g., ChvE*K262A*), those that supported a decreased but readily observable response to neutral sugars, and did not respond to sugar acids (e.g., ChvE*N145A* ChvE*K262A*, ChvE*K262S*), and those that supported a near wild-type response to neutral sugars, but had no response to sugar acids (e.g., ChvE*K262I*). Interestingly, _Kalanchoe_ dalgremontiana leaves and _Nicotiana tabacum_ leaf explants responded quite differently to the mutant strains. When ChvE*K262I* was tested in the tobacco leaf explant tumorigenesis assay, tumor initiation was similar to wild type (Fig. 5), indicating that the sugar acids must not be a limiting _vir_-inducing signal in the case of the wounded leaf explant. In contrast, this same strain had significantly reduced virulence on _Kalanchoe_ leaves, indicating that the sugar acids are quite important as _vir_ inducers in that system. The ChvE*K262A*, ChvE*K262S*, and ChvE*N145A* strains that were tested, tumor induction on tobacco was reduced compared with wild type, whereas there was no tumor formation observed on the _Kalanchoe_ leaves. Because _vir_ gene expression assays of strains carrying these versions of ChvE indicated a ~10-fold reduction in the sensitivity of these strains for the neutral sugars (e.g., EC50 approached 10 mM rather than 1–3 mM normally observed for galactose, arabinose, or glucose), we can also conclude that the neutral sugars are the limiting _vir_-inducing sugars in tobacco and that the available (to the bacterium) sugar concentration at the leaf wound site must near 1–3 mM range. The sugar levels at the _Kalanchoe_ leaf infection site appear to be lower, because the ChvE*K262A* and ChvE*N145A* versions, which respond to these neutral sugar concentrations with some _vir_ induction (Fig. 4 and Fig. S6), do not support tumor formation. Moreover, the critical nature of the sugar acids as _vir_ inducers in the _Kalanchoe_ system provides an example of selection pressure that would maintain the capacity of ChvE to recognize that class of sugars.

In summary, the results demonstrate that, by manipulating the ligand binding properties of ChvE, it will be possible to define the host sugar “signal landscape” (6), i.e., the spatial and temporal distribution of host-derived signals that activate virulence gene expression. Moreover, this will allow for characterization of that landscape in a variety of hosts as well as the role it may play in the identification by the pathogen of host cells competent for transformation and tumor formation.

Materials and Methods

**Protein Expression and Purification.** The wild-type ChvE expression and purification is described in _SI Text_.

To remove residual sugar, purified protein was first exhaustively dialyzed against 2 M guanidine HCl, 25 mM Tris HCl, pH 8.0, and then refolded slowly by further dialysis in 25 mM Meso, 50 mM NaCl, pH 5.5, buffer and concentrated.

**Isothermal Titration Calorimetry.** Binding of the various inducing sugars to ChvE was determined by ITC with an ITC200 microcalorimeter (MicroCal) as described in _SI Text_.

**Crystallization, X-Ray Diffraction, and Structure Determination of Galactose and Glucuronic Acid-Bound ChvE.** Both galactose-bound and glucuronic acid-bound ChvE were crystallized using the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method as described in _SI Text_. Diffraction data were collected at the Beamline X25 at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The data collection and structure determination are described in _SI Text_.
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vir Gene Induction Assays. pSW209L1 (30) is a reporter plasmid that carries a P$_{vir}$-lacZ fusion. AB300 is an A. tumefaciens A348 derivative strain with chvE deletion. DC1 is AB300 transformed with plasmid pSW209Q (2). Wild-type chvE and the site-directed mutants driven by a constitutively expressed promoter P$_{nus}$ in vector pBR1MCS-5 (31) were transformed into DC1 by electroporation. Strains were first grown in MGL (32) medium plus appropriate antibiotics overnight at 25 °C and used to inoculate into AB induction (AB1) medium (32) containing 0.25% glycerol plus galactose or glucuronic acid at 10 μg/mL. After a 24-h induction, strains were assayed for β-galactosidase by the method of Miller (33).

Plant Tumor Assays. Nicotiana tabacum cvW425 leaf explant assay. A. tumefaciens strains were grown overnight in M9 medium plus appropriate antibiotic, spun down, and then resuspended to an OD$_{600}$ of 0.2 in liquid MS medium lacking sucrose. Mature leaves (~20 cm) from vegetative greenhouse-grown plants were surface sterilized followed by excision of ~4-mm² lacking major vessels, as described (17). Leaf pieces were briefly (~1 min) immersed in the bacterial suspension, then blotted on a sterile paper towel to remove excess liquid and placed onto MS (17) medium. After 2 d, the leaf pieces were washed in liquid MS medium and transferred to MS medium containing 200 μg/mL timentin and 200 μg/mL vancomycin to eliminate the bacteria. These were cultured at 25 °C in the dark for 12 d and then photographed.

Kalanchoe daigremontiana leaf assays. Expanded leaves of greenhouse grown plants were scratched with a sterile 18-gauge needle and inoculated with 2 μL of bacteria growth above except resuspended to an OD$_{600}$ of 0.1 in liquid MS medium lacking sucrose. Leaves were photographed 21 d after inoculation.
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